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	Organisation


	Name
Nina Hahn

	Location


	Job Title
Senior Vice President of Production Development

	Industry


	Company Name
Nickelodeon

	How we helped
Intensive Coaching Skills




Nina Hahn, Senior Vice President of Production Development for Nickelodeon, embarked on our Intensive Skills Programme with the intention of gaining fundamental skills and tools required to succeed in Executive Coaching. She is now using the tools on a daily basis both in her professional life as well as outside of the working environment, in her personal life. Here she reflects on her experience of the programme.
 
Given that you took the ICS several years ago, what are your memories of the programme?
"I remember it very vividly. Before I went in I was apprehensive, as there are many coaching programmes out there with lots of people now professing to be coaches. Although I already knew a member of the Management Futures team - which meant the programme already held some provenance for me - I thought it might be a bit ‘kum ba yah’ for me! So, I entered with some trepidation. But within the first half hour I felt completely safe to trust it. I bought into it immediately. 
"Looking back, it was a transformative experience which grew from strength to strength as the course progressed. A lot of that was down to the course facilitator and their style and the way the information is shared. A lot of it is unspoken, so you can take it or leave it. There is an honest and candid approach – they don’t need you to believe but encourage you to take as much or as little away from it as you want. It was really great. 
"I also had a particularly interesting group of people and although we all worked at slightly different paces this didn’t impede each individual’s trajectory. After an hour I was really in to it; addicted, hungry and fascinated. It was a great experience."
 
It’s great to hear that the experience was a really positive one for you. How have you used the skills you learned?
"I went on to undertake the full certification and worked directly with the course leader to take my learning to the next level. I didn’t do the final paper in the end as I ran out of time but I embarked on some more specific coaching experience after the initial taster sessions on the ICS which had fired my enthusiasm for coaching! 
"After the course, I put my name down for the coaching programme at Viacom (which owns Nickelodeon) and I’m now using my skills a lot as one of their official coaches. 
"I also use my skills outside of work where applicable. What surprised me the most about my learning experience were the tools that the ICS gives you to use in all interactions with any other individuals – to negotiate situations, with your kids, your friends and your partner. 
"The only downside as a super fan is figuring out when not to use it! It’s easy to get over-zealous and have it take over every aspect of your life. I’ve used it 150%. It was like a light switch moment for me."

It sounds as though the skills have become firmly embedded in a central way in your life…
"I use them everywhere – they’ve been a big help with teenagers! 
"They’ve generally helped the way I think. I’ve not yet used them on myself, but I have with friends and in every other aspect of my life. 
"If I had to pick one aspect I use the most then I think that would have to be open questions. Obviously I use these with clients but also generally out and about in the world in discussions with people - especially with a prickly person or somebody who is very ego-driven. 
"Open questions can be super helpful, and I didn’t make the distinction between open and closed before."

Moving on from skills, at Management Futures we work hard at providing a high level of support for delegates throughout the programme and beyond. How did you feel MF supported you along your ICS journey?
"They’re like your parents – always at the end of the phone if you need them. There was 100% support whenever I asked. 
"One time I was struggling to remember the peak/flow exercise from the course which I needed for a client and I’d lost my manual which was like my bible! I emailed to ask for the manual and a digital copy was sent straight away which was fantastic.
"I actually met up with the course facilitator 3 years after completing the course and it was as if no time had passed. We had some really fun and thought-provoking conversations. What I liked most is while they’re your support they’re also your colleagues."
 
And, finally, can you think of five words that would describe the ICS to someone who’d never heard of it before?
"Transformative, authentic, intimate, efficient and fairly priced."
 

ARE YOU FEELING INSPIRED?
We are incredibly proud of our ICS programme which introduces novice and experienced coaches to the fundamental skills and tools required in Executive Coaching. As you can see, many of our ICS Alumni go on to complete further professional certifications in coaching and successfully coach senior leaders as internal coaches or independent professional coaches.
We have a number of programmes running throughout the year - please click here to see the dates. 
To find out more contact Sarah Campbell on +44 (0)20 7928 4841 or by email sarah.campbell@managementfutures.co.uk







More success stories


[image: ]Providing valuable learning and development solutions for Coca-Cola HBC
We've been working with Coca-Cola HBC since 2017 - delivering a range of high impact individual, team and organisational development programmes with coaching at the heart of each success.

Read their story


[image: ]Supporting the Development of Personal Tutors at UCL
We’ve been delivering short interactive skills workshops that build on existing insights, enhancing the confidence and competence of Personal Tutors, Research Supervisors and other staff in student support roles.

Read their story


[image: ]Partnering for Women’s Success
In Spring 2020, just before the pandemic took hold across Europe, MF partnered with the Learning & Development team at Nissan to deliver the first ever Women in Leadership programme for the organisation.

Read their story


[image: ]Unleashing Coaching Culture
The OU motto is 'Learn and Live'. Together we're bringing MF Learning alive; seeing coaching skills flourish in a more diverse range of situations.

Read their story


[image: ]Pioneering Partners
We love working with Leaders in Sport and their members across the globe. 

Read their story


[image: ]For Every Self
We’re extremely proud to be a part of Selfridges’ diversity, equity and inclusion journey

Read their story






Let's talk now
If you’re thinking what next for yourself, your team or your organisation then we’d love to speak with you. 
Contact Us
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Future Focused

	Coaching
	Leadership Skills
	Team Coaching
	Teaming
	Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
	Culture Development
	Professional Qualifications
	Group Supervision
	Internal Coach Development



Lead the way
Be the first to hear about new insights and events
I have read and agree with the website privacy policy. By clicking submit you agree that we may contact you from time to time with information about our services.

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.



info@managementfutures.co.uk+44 (0)20 7928 484127 Old Gloucester Street,
London
WC1N 3AX
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